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 Globalization and mental health 

• The transformation of the relationship with the self 

• The tension of relationships with "the Other" 

 The myth of happiness, a necessary lie? 

• Youth or eternal youth 

• Competence, expertise and uncertainty 

 Preserve and recreate meaningful ties 

• In health services: micropractices 

• In communities and in the public sphere 



The myth of happiness, a necessary lie? 
• Guilty of not being happy? 

• Happiness, a statistical anomaly 

• Happiness and consumerism: the illusion 

• Such a caring society… 



A culture of narcissism?  
• The  "selfie" 
• From eternal youth to denial of death 

The weight of having "to be somebody" 
• Self-esteem: liking your image 
• Surviving competition: being a winner… 
• In success or in horror:  the werewolf complex 
 

Performing well, but at what cost? 



The demands of real time: 
• Living in the now, right away… 

• While "managing" oneself 

The growing number of virtual relations: 
• Escaping loneliness 

• The illusion of intimacy 

• Dream or abyss? 



 Interacts with the quest for identity 

 Opens spaces for daydreams and inventiveness 

 Dependency on images may indicate a difficulty 
drawing on the imagination "l’incertitude de soi est 
telle qu’il faut le secours prophétique du virtuel pour 
faire l’économie de la rencontre de son propre 
monde interne" [uncertainty about the self is such 
that the prophetic assistance of the virtual is needed 
to avoid encountering one’s own inner world] (Marty 
and Missonier, 2010)  

 



 17-year-old Chinese immigrant 

 Poorly controlled skin disease 

 Extremely anxious 

 Target of mockery since childhood in China 

 Rejected because of perceptions of "dirtiness" 

 Learning difficulties 

 Social withdrawal 

 Diagnosis of Internet addiction 

 Fascinated by aquariums 





 Involved with a team of gamers online 

 Acquires a special status in a group with its loyalties 
and rules 

 Describes himself as feeling valued because he 
belongs to this group 

 Says that he found his real "face” in this game 

 Has complex fantasies about other members on his 
team and their relationships 

 His avatar is "a red dragon" 



• Previous therapeutic interventions are seen as 

acts of aggression 

• Diving from life into the aquarium (Lin’s social 

worker) 

• From the aquarium into the sea (Lin’s 

experience) 

• My discomfort… 

 



 "The spiral of violence begins as a spiral of disturbed 

communication that leads through the spiral of uncontrolled 

reciprocal mistrust, to the breakdown of communication" 

Habermas 

 

 Globalization increases inequalities – structural violence is 

denied in Western societies 

 

 Globalization shrinks spaces for dialogue in and between 

societies. 



 The dissemination of differences between 
standards, models and ideas through the media 
is a source of democratization  
 

 However, globalization also spreads conflicts and 
war like never before 
 

"traumatism is produced by the future, by the to 
come, by the threat of the worst to come, rather than 
by the aggression that is   "over and done with" . 

Derrida 



From exclusion to radicalization 
 The radicalization of minorities: associated with the feeling 

of alientation 
 The radicalization of majorities: associated with the loss of 

privileges 
 The religious: reassure one another, join together, set oneself 

apart, defend oneself? 
 

Sigal’s and Weinfeld’s study of 2nd and 3rd post-Shoah 
generations: 
More open to differences and diversity 
A firm intention to defend themselves 



In the last six years: 
 Social hostilities involving religion have increased continuously in 

the world 

 Government restrictions on religion in public are increasing in 

Europe  

 





"I had a hard time getting an education for 
my children because my children weren’t 
baptized, because I am an atheist. Back then, 
when my children went to school, you 
absolutely had to be either Protestant or 
Catholic. And I had to fight for my children 
to be allowed to go to school"  

 



"It’s very hard for me. Because it’s so close. […] But the first thing that I see 

again… What is it? Is this Germany here? Because it started  slowly for the Jews 

too. It started like this: "Jews can’t have that, Jews can’t…" " You can’t wear that." 

[…] Every day, I look at the newspaper and I can’t believe my eyes because my 

parents also came here to Canada to escape, thinking that it was a free country, 

that you can live here. My parents originally came from Poland. For 400 years, 

Jews were fine in Poland and it started there too. I remember, when I was young, 

my father said to me, and he wasn’t at all racist, he didn’t bring me up that way, 

but he told me: "one day, you’ll see, it will happen again".  And I argued with 

him. I said "no, it’s not possible! It’s not like that here. It will never be like that!". I 

can’t believe my eyes  



"(A woman that I know) left Algeria, the war was over, but she had 
lived through it, her parents too, and she had experienced the 
trauma. So she came to Canada, to Quebec to heal she told us 
[…] And the fact that they decided to create this charter,  it 
brought her whole trauma back to her about wearing the veil. 
Then it brought back the fact that her brother had been 
murdered because of it. So she is reliving all that, and it’s very, 
very hard for her. […] Because it’s about control over wearing the 
veil. […] It’s still control over the same subject. […] (And another 
Algerian woman that I know), she agreed. […] And she says: "yes, 
that’s how it is. We are really reliving the trauma".   

 



 The importance of a policy governed by solidarity, that restores a 
space of freedom between the self and the other and goes beyond 
a policy based on pity or empathy 

Yara El-Ghadhan 
 

 Claiming from the outside that some choices are only the result of 
alienation is paradoxical. The capacity for affiliation is one of the 
capacities that gives women a way to access their rights. 

Ryoa Chung 
 

 What would be gained by imposing the signs of a defined 
homogeneous identity? What is the construction of the other as 
other made of? What does it reveal about what is hidden deep 
within us?  

Ellen Corin 

 



The shift in the right to asylum 

o Fassin’s "supplication" 

o "Temporary asylum" (Germany) 

o Designated countries (Canada) 

 Potential criminal refugees 

 The right to health and education becomes a 
privilege 

 



To justify detention: inversion 

 "Invisible" children more dangerous than 
vulnerable 

 Deficient and distressed majorities… 

 A hierarchy of compassion… 

 
Kronick, Rousseau, Cleveland, submitted 

 



Social solidarities weakened 

Loss of mutual trust 

Distrust of health institutions 

An environment that is not protective 

enough 

 

The consequences for intervention? 



The medicalization of social suffering 
• The "violent brain"? 

• A test to identify the treatment for depression? 

The diagnostic fragmentation of 
experience 
• The comorbidity dilemma 

• The bias of stress-related disorders 

• The gap between social and medical mandates 



• Place: the hospitality of the place 
• Time: recognize the constraint 
• Language 
• People 
 

"For your safety, this facility…" 
 

Do you feel welcome? 
 



• Seven-year-old child diagnosed with autism 

• Intervention with the father failed 

• The first meeting with the grandfather… "Now, I need to have a 

coffee" 

 



The method at the service of the critical 
mind 
• Determine the truth – standardize practices 

Reinforce the credibility of expert 
knowledge 
• Reduce doubt (but not suspicion) 

The thorny cultural issue: "adapted or 
enhanced?" 



The political issue: from cultural 
competence to "cultural security!" 

(Maori community) 

The clinical issue: the blind task of 
integrating knowledge in a single 
"formulation" 

Knowledge that is used to reduce or 
increase doubt and dialogue? 



Care providers’ distress 
• High burnout rate 

• Passive resistance 

• Clients seen as a burden 

Solutions 
• Tend to individualize the problem (staff support) 

• Can be seen as stigmatizing 

• Often do not generate strong solidarities 



How come you’re not rowing any more? You surprise me, Fernandez. 

Are we or are we not in the same boat? 

 



What appears protective: 
• Safe spaces for dialogue where obstacles and 

failures can be discussed 

• Training models that integrate specialized 
knowledge and knowledge gained from experience 
and promote a collective adaptation of the former to 
local realities 

• Evaluation systems that are not strictly 
administrative, that reflect clinical strengths and 
value initiatives 



• Are evidence based 

• All give a prominent place to the subject’s, 
his/her family’s and his/her community’s 
experience 

• Are flexible enough to take into account 
individuals’ and families’ differences and 
strengths 

• Are based on local resources 

 



• Give care providers space for freedom and 
creativity 

• Are concerned about care providers’ well-being 

• Help deal with the uncertainty associated with 
families’ taking back power 

• Encourage questioning regarding difficulties 

• Encourage the transmission of experience-based 
knowledge 



• Forms of resistance to institutional logic 

• Arise on the margin 

• Three main types 

• Alternative intervention to that proposed by the experts 

• Way of renegotiating boundaries between the personal 

and the professional when establishing an alliance 

• Adaptation of interventions to a specific environment 

(poverty – culture) 

 



• Cross-sectional characteristics 
 

• Concern specific situations – do not lead to a 
generalization 

• Draw on experience-based knowledge and 
are part of a continuum 

• Discreet critical divergence from established 
protocols 

• Respond to major problems with many small 
solutions 

 



Suicide week becomes  "smile week«  
Évangeline La Dauversière High School 
• "Partners for life", no it’s not avoidance 
• Badges, humour, laughter 
• Teachers mobilized 
• A number of activities 

• The most beautiful smile received or given 
• A presentation of the results 
• Free "hugs"  

Awareness raised of ties in and around school, 
solidarities strengthened 

 



Address inter-community tensions 

 

Discussion forums 

During the war in Irak 



Bush and Saddam Hussein are sad in their hearts 
because a lot of people have died. They want to hide 
their sadness. They even show the world they are strong.  
 
Please give food to the Iraqi people and stop the war.  
 
Bush and Saddam are terrorists because they fight other 
countries. And we wonder why there is a war.  
And what do you think? 



• Within ourselves (in "our living room") 

• In each clinical encounter 

• And beyond 

 
"And what if the walls could talk about us?" 

 











• Art ritualizes community relations and fosters the emergence of a 

collaborative identity and solidarity (Lowe, 2000) 

• Art radicalizes the notion of community by articulating the costs of 

exclusion and possibilities for change (Rose, 1997) 

• Art creates ties in a sensitive time and place and allows us to 

rethink imposed standards and identities (Youkhana, 2014) 

• Art generates and sustains webs of meaning at a time when 

globalization is undermining the narratives shared in and between 

communities (Mulligan et al., 2008) 





• Expand our practices, without forgetting our 

specific knowledge and resources 

• Take the social aspect into account and do 

not hesitate to transform it 

• Think of mental health in a non-sectoral way 

 

The world is our playground 

 


